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Abstract
The public life that develops between
buildings in neighborhoods is undergoing a
significant change in the process of growth
and modernization, which reflects shifts in
residents’ social behaviors and community
structure. Traditionally, the presence
of people, activities and events define
the life of neighborhoods, constituting
one of the essential qualities of public
space; the mix of outdoor activities is
influenced by many conditions, including
the architectural framework. When those
activities are missing, is it an inevitable
result of the reliance on electronic products
for entertainment, or unreasonable urban
planning under insufficient public policy?
The Longtang, as a unique community form
in Shanghai, was once inseparable from
thousands of Shanghai residents’ lives. It
recorded the cities’ history and culture
in a tough time. Life within the Longtang
gradually encourages a certain relationship
to the public street. However, the original
Longtang life is currently missing due to
industrialization, reliance automobiles and
electronic devices. These have caused

life in the Longtang to become dull and
monotonous. The Longtang streets are
occupied by private cars and bikes, and
residents are immersed in the world of
television, video and film. As a result, social
activities are missing from the streetscape.
The purpose of this thesis is to reactivate
the Longtang’s life and improve it to a higher
quality by providing various programs and
an enticing environment. By analyzing
the neighborhood culture, historical value,
and residents within the Longtang, it is
clear that contact between neighbors is
what made these streets special. As a
result, the design strategy is to generate
a pleasant environment to attract people
to stay outside for as much of the day as
possible, which dramatically increases the
probability of contact at various levels. A
system is designed including old and new
activities to cover the whole street and take
advantage of variable weather conditions,
which rearranges the position of programs
to establish contact between people that
engages sound, smell and sight.
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Figure1

INTRODUCTION
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Introduction of Longtang

Longtang is a traditional narrow alleys in Shanghai flanked by residential houses. It quickly

appeared and expanded in the concession. These adjacent houses were originally designed
to develop the most cost-effective system on the ground. These houses are often called
shikumen house, which literally means “stone gate”. This kind of buildings combine the
basic principles of the British house with the traditional Chinese house Siheyuan.
The structure inside is like a fish skeleton, and high density of Longtang hosues leads to a
narrow street of skeletal ribs, which is based on a combination of one or two main streets
and narrow paths that lead to the side entrance of house.
Entrance of Long Tang

Longtang houses

Lane width in theory
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Lane width in the real life
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Life of Longtang in the past

Many children regard the street as a huge playground, accompanied by various
games and related traces left on the street floor, walls and other places.
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Figure2-5

After the old people sent their children to school, they would sit in the narrow streets, chat with the
old people in the neighborhood, or play chess together. This has long been a static scene.
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Figure6-8

Current issue

Main Reasons and purpose

Today’s alleys have lost the hustle and
bustle of the past, replaced by the modern
products, motor vehicles occupy a lot of
street space, and the random placement of
bicycles and debris lead to the depression.
Only the plants cultivated by residents add
a touch of greenery to the alley, but it still
does not reach the standard community
configuration.

In the contemporary era, there are too many
attractive points to stay in. The elderly
sitting at the table watching TV every day
has become a required course. Children
are addicted to video games and are not
willing to go out to meet new friends. At
the same time, the narrow public spaces,
the lack of Greenland, and facilities further
exacerbated the situation. Therefore, the
primary purpose of the thesis is to try to
stimulate or reactivate the original life in
Longtang, and further improve its quality so
that the development of the times will not
eliminate it.

——The original Longtang life is missing

Hengfengli’s current situation
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Figure9-11
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News relate to Longtang situation

Through investigation, the reporter found
that many vehicles were parked in the
streets. The vehicle occupies more than half
of the width of the alley. Such “vehicles”
make pedestrians and bicycles have to
drive sideways. The crowded environment
becomes a potential danger to the safety of
the residents of the community. The parking
of cars almost hinders the fire escape. In
some places, the fire protection facilities
are blocked. Once an emergency accident
occurs, it is difficult for fire trucks and
ambulances to enter.

In the Longtang, corridors are full of Ofo bicycles lying like “corpses”
with single locks in public aisles, causing neighborhood continuous
disputes. In just a few months, the rectification of shared bicycles
became the first major problem in Longtang. The demand for the Ofo
bicycles parked in the community overfull.
Figure52
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Figure53-54

Figure12

HISTORY OF LONGTANG
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Figure13

Summary of the history
The history of Longtang originated after the Opium War, and Shanghai was forced to
open its port due to the signing of a treaty to allow foreigners to live and do business in
Shanghai. Some houses were built by Britain, France, or Americans, that is why we can see
that there are decorative patterns that unique to Europe shown here. Foreigners rent these
houses to Chinese immigrants who work in factories. In order to maximize the benefits, the
original indoor space was divided into several pieces so that can accommodate more family
members, which results in a seriously crowded population density.
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The origin of the concession

The Opium War broke out in 1840, the Treaty
of Nanking was signed between China and
Britain on August 29th, 1842, and Shanghai
became a port. The Supplementary Treaty
of October 8th October 1843, stipulates
that the British merchants should rent and
build a house. How to implement it requires
Shanghai officials to discuss it with the
British embassy. After many negotiations,
the Land Regulation was negotiated, and the
scope of the Shanghai concession gradually
became clear.

After the establishment of the concession,
foreign merchants began to build houses
in the concession. The earliest built houses
were foreign-style houses. At the end of
1843, the Bund built 11 British-style singlehouse residences for British merchants, and
then many modern buildings with foreign
architectural marks appeared. Most of these
buildings are one or two floors, surrounded
by brick-wood houses with arch corridors.
In 1846, the British consulate built a British
embassy in the estuary of Huangpu River.

British-style architecture in the Bund

Figure56

Figure55
Map of Shanghai in 1931 which demonstrating the French Concession (south), the
International Settlement (north) resulting from the merging of the British and
American Concessions.
- 17 -
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Mixed settlement of concessions
The Taiping Movement rose in 1851, the
Shanghai Sword Society Uprising in 1853,
and led by Liu Lichuan, occupied the
county town of Shanghai for 17 months. In
order to avoid the war, wealthy landlords
in urban and rural areas moved to the
concession. As a result, and the number
of Chinese in the concession has surged,
especially in the British concession. At
that time, the population of the British
concession skyrocketed from more than
500 people to more than 20,000. This
created an unexpected opportunity for
foreign business people to make money.
In the beginning, foreign merchants just
rented out the extraordinarily simple houses
and charged abnormally high rents. Seeing
this scenario, British business people took
the opportunity to build a large number of
low-cost wooden board houses for rent to
make money. The low cost of the wooden
board house, the short construction period,
and the rapid recovery of the invested funds
have established more than 800 wooden
board houses within the concession within
a year. This is the prototype of Shanghai’s
commercial housing.

year

The oil painting of the Taiping Movement

Figure57

Laying the foundation for constructing Longtang houses
At the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, the world ’s capitalist
economy thrived, the same as the Chinese economy. After the Sino-Japanese War, foreign
capitalism opens factories to produce products by using cheap Chinese labor and rapidly
explored the Chinese market, resulting in the Shanghai concession economy Transformation
and development, which increasing an amount of population and Shanghai land value.
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Public concession

France concession

Shanghai

Total population

Aliens

Total population

Aliens

Population (Ten thousands)

1900

352050

6774

92268

622

108.7

1905

464213

11497

96863

831

121.4

1910

501561

13526

115946

1476

128.9

1915

638920

18519

149000

2405

200.7

1920

783146

23307

170229

3562

225.3

1925

840226

29947

297072

7811

1930

1007868

36471

434807

12922

314.5

1935

1159775

38915

498193

18899

370.2

1942

1585673

57351

854380

29038

392.0

year

Price/arce

Public concession population

Growth rate (%)

1869

1676

50587

2.30

1874

2455

1876

2222

97335

2.90

1880

2541

107009

3.30

1890

5390

171954

7.00

1899

10459

352050

13.50

1903

13546

464213

17.50

1907

34699

1916

32673

633920

42.10

1920

41496

783146

53.50

1924

66726

840226

86.00

1927

77549

858685

100

3.20

44.70

Population in Shanghai: Ping Xin, Discover history from Shanghai, 1996
Hui Zhang, Shanghai Land Price Research, 27-28
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Foreign influence on Longtang

Modern Material coming from the abroad
In the process of real estate development, developers experimented
with various architectural types. They introduced various building
materials, especially foreign modern building materials, which
promoted the development of the construction industry in Shanghai.

Figure14-19
Most of the houses in Longtang use
imported wood, the most popular one
is Oregon Pine, produced in Columbia,
Canada.

Other districts’ wood like Lauan in
Philippines is suitable for decoration.
Wood

Cement

Hardware

Oregon Pine

Lauan

Figure20

Therefore, in Longtang houses, exotic timber is used for roof
trusses, roof slabs, floors, doors, windows, grilles and so on.
Because these timbers are all made in inches, Chinese carpenters
basically use inches to build houses.
This kind of wood is of better quality and fairer price than Chinese
wood, so Shanghai builders and real estate developers welcome it
very much.
asphalt felt

Tinplate
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Wire and socket
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Figure21

A strong lineup of foreign architects

A strong lineup of foreign architects

A strong lineup of foreign architects

At that time, Chinese designers were difficult to compete with foreign architects in
terms of academic qualifications and practice. Besides, all buildings approved by the
concession were designed in English and French, which was even harder for Chinese.
It can conclude that before the 1920s, these simple housing constructions were
mostly designed by foreign architects.

The division of labor between the design
and the construction at that time was not
the current division of labor. The designer
only prepared the design drawings, the
frame drawings, and so on, but did not
prepare the construction drawings and
detailed drawings. So the construction
company resolved it by itself, which gave
them Large operating space and freedom.
Therefore, during the construction, the
foreign elements were almost limited to the
architectural layout and the arrangement of
equipment. These measures have changed
the living habits and living conditions of
Shanghai residents to a certain extent and
improved the overall quality of Shanghai
housing.

Palmer and Turner Hong Kong
The largest design company in
Shanghai at that time and was still
one of the largest design firms in
Hong Kong

Figure22-24

Stewardson &Spence

Leonard, Veysseyre & Kruze

The image is one of Stewardson
&Spence famous design called The
Former Jadine Matheson Building.

It has a status that cannot be ignored
in the architectural design industry of
modern Shanghai, and is one of the most
famous architectural design companies in
modern China.
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Architectural
drawings
produced by
foreigners
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The formation of Longtang

The advantage of Longtang

Early Longtang streets’ layout is called u
shape, Fei shape or fishbone. The entrances
and exits usually have a block of stone
inscribed with the name.
The layout of Shikumen Longtang has
brought a new experience to the residents.
In the past, one family is matched with one
house, which was not adjacent to each other.
The agricultural production method made
decentralized living common. However, in
the Shanghai Concession, a large number of
residents were concentrated in the alleys.

When gatekeepers are standing at the
entrance of Longtang, the safety of
Longtang can be guaranteed to a certain
extent. This was a great advantage during
the period of social turmoil, regime change,
and frequent war period. Besides, the
security in the concession is generally
controllable. The gatekeeper stays at the
entrance, as well as the high wall and thick
Shikumen gate, which gives a real sense
of security and is welcomed by the urban
middle class.
For real estate agents, this layout can
monitor tenants in real-time, and can
also provide some services that is
unprecedented. The first is the security
gatekeeper service, which can maintain
society stable and can also monitor changes
in the community. The second type provides
cleaning services, which is the earliest in the
country and provides residents with a clean
and hygienic environment.

Fei shape
Figure58
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Typology of Long tang houses

Figure25-28
Early Shikumen House

Late Shikumen House

The new style of long
Tang houses
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Garden lilong houses

Early Shikumen House
1870s ~ early 20th century

The early Shikumen Long Tang uses units with strong spatial characteristics of traditional
Jiangnan houses, and the overall layout is based on Chinese western townhouses.
Therefore, it has brought a combination of Chinese and Western colors from the beginning.
After entering through the gate of Shikumen, firstly you can see a small patio, facing the
guest hall, with one or more rooms symmetrical on each side. It is usually a three kaijian or
five kaijian room with a two-story building. Overall it looks like a mini-version of Jiangnan
houses with deeper courtyards.

Late Shikumen House
After the 1910s

The three kaijian and five kaijian rooms of the Late Shikumen House are relatively rare. The
more common are the two kaijian and even one kaijian rooms. The traditional two-storey
Shikumen residences have begun to become three-story including Rooms and pavilions.
Simply said, the rent price is more expensive. In order to meet the needs of the majority of
the people, the room area is small and the building has become taller. The original beautiful
and thick “Shikumen” has gradually been simplified, and it has begun to move towards the
Western style.

The new style of Long
Tang houses
Mid 1920s

The characteristic of the new style of Long Tang houses is that the interior is not confined
to the layout of Chinese houses, but is more freely arranged in the interior. Generally there
are relatively well-equipped sanitary equipment and kitchen equipment, and some also
have garage. The biggest difference is that the “Shikumen” of each household is gone,
and it has become a copper-iron fence gate. The high wall of each household has been
replaced by an open or semi-open green courtyard.

Garden lilong houses
After the 1930s

The Garden Lilong houses evolved from the new style of Long Tang houses. The layout
of the community has changed from row to semi-detached. Similar to the current villa
community, the architectural style is completely westernized from the inside to the outside,
and it is the residence of high-end group. The apartment style is similar to that in the
garden. It is the style of a Western-style apartment building. Its appearance also marks the
end of the construction of Shanghai Long Tang.
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BUILDING DOCUMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Site Location
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Site analysis

Shanghai China weather averages
25

Days with Rain

District: Hongkou Lu Xun Park
Area: 10,000 square meters
Building area: 15,000 square meters
Total number of households:
320 households
Current number of households:
320 households
Parking: 60
Greening rate: 20%

Days with rain
Amount of rain

20

200
180
160
140

15

120
100

10

80
60

5

Amount of Rain (ml)

Hengfengli, Shanyin Road No.69, Shanghai, China

40
20
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

20

Days with Rain

16

Parking lot
Bus station
Site

Nov

Dec

Days with rain
Maximum temperature

18

Metro

Oct

Water
Park
Celebrities’ former residence
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30
25

12

20

10

15

8
6

Elderly

2

Children

0

Adult

35

14

10

4

School

0

5
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun
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Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

0

Max Temp ℃

0

Daylight of the Longtang

7am

1pm

9am

11am
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7am

1pm

3pm

9am

3pm

5pm

11am

5pm
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Existing public amenities

B
Ji Xiang Road
Bao
An
d
Roa

Shan Yin Road

A

A

Unit1

Unit2

Unit3

Unit4

Unitx
Street facade A

B

Figure29-32

Breakfast shop

neighborhood council

Barber shop

Grocery

Outside

Garden lilong houses

Lane

Garden lilong
houses

Lane

Street facade B
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The new style of
Long Tang houses

Driving Parking
Zone Zone

Two type of Longtang houses

Garden Lilong

The new style of Long Tang houses

1F

2F

3F

Reasonble layout
Private garden
New building

1F

2F

Unreasonble layout
Small courtyard
Old building
Narrow interior space
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3F

Building functional type 1

Building functional type 2
Issue:
High density of population

Un

it1

Un

it1

Un

it2

Un

it2

1

5

3

3

1

1

1

1

Backdoor has
become front door

Backdoor
3

3
1

2

2

4

New style of Long Tang houses
3

1 Bedroom
2 Living room
3 Bathroom
4 Kitchen
5 Balcony

2

Main entrance
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3

1 Bedroom
2 Kitchen
3 Bathroom

1

The main entrance shifted to back street
The courtyard has potential to be renovated to outside
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Building analysis

Pressure in this field

PriceTrend

Monthly rent
Water pipes
Cable
Air-conditioner

Figure48
Site
The unique materials of the Long Tang
building can highlight the traces of the
times. The obsolescence of bricks and
plasterboards contains the culture of old
Shanghai. At the same time, the unique
decoration of Shikumen even more
emphasizes the characteristics of different
families and represents the humanities and
culture of the time.

In order to adapt to the constantly
developing technology, the original facade
has been damaged or covered by various
and cables and air-conditioners.
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Hongkou district

Shanghai

In Shanghai there is an ever mounting amount of housing
demolition in shape of commercial and retail growth, which
causes the amount of Long Tang(traditional Old Shanghai
lane) is decreasing dramatically. Because many of the Long
Tang in the city center cannot provide the same economic
benefits and cultural propaganda equal to the value of the
geographical environment. The terrible urban planning and
the low-rise housing design makes the whole district unable
to adapt to the rapid development of the times and face
elimination.
- 42 -

Audience attributes

Reason for those age structure

Figure33-37
Both schools are outstanding
schools in Shanghai, which has
also attracted many families that
pursuing excellent educational
resources to move here.

Hongkou No.3 Central Elementary School

Because it is a residential area, most of
them are residents, and because of the
proximity of the two schools, the family is
one of the primary sources of residents.
It is usual to see the elders accompany
their children to and back from school,

and their parents go out to work, so
the people who stay at the site are
the elderly. Most of them have already
retired and have nothing to do. They
always meet with neighbours to play
chess and other entertainment activities.

Shanghai LuXun Junior High School

Age

There are many celebrities’ former residences around
here. They represent the memory of a generation of
Shanghai and also leave a lot of cultural wealth. Lu Xun
is one of them who lived here. His book “Ancient and
Modern Talks on Long Tang Business” talks about daily
life in Long Tang.

Elderly
Children
Adult
Gender

The historically protected building is located in the
residential building, which intangibly brings people
a strong patriotism and a sense of national pride,
influencing the local people’s enthusiasm and pursuit
of culture and education. This represents the Shanghai
culture of the past, which explains the reason why the
elderly account for a large percent here.

Male

There are three communities in the
Shanyin Road Residents Committee, Si
Dali, Hengfengli and Hengshengli. There
are 1,158 households in three, of which
300 are rented by non-local people. The
majority of the elderly about 300 people
in eighties, 1000 people in sixties.

Female
Mobility
Walking
Bike
Car
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Former Site of the office for the CPC
Jiangsu Province Committee

Celebrities’ former residences
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Recorded activities

Current situation

prior to increased vehicular traffic

Ji Xiang Road

Ji Xiang Road

d
Roa

d
Roa
An

Dead end

Bao

An

Entrance

Shan Yin Road

Bao

Shan Yin Road

Entrance

Pedestrain entrance
Dead end

Continuous traffic jam
Street is severely impacted by car parking
Type

Name

Social(optional):
only under
favorable
exterior
conditions

Majiang
Poker
Chess
Playground
Chat(sitting)
Cultivation
Drinking tea
Farming
Shuttlecocks
Rope skipping
Coming and going
distributing mail
Shopping

Necessary:

Average Duration (h)
1
2
1
2
0.1-4
0.1
0.5-4
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.1-0.5
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Number needed
4
2-6
2
1-6
2-6
1
2-6
1
1-3
1-3
/
1
1-4

Audiences
Old
Adult,Old
Old
Young
All age
Old
Old
Old
Young
Young
All age
All age
All age

Driving zone
Parking zone

Necessary activities like compulsory-going to school or to work are more or
less independent of the exterior environment, which have occupied the most
communal space. As a result, the social activities are missing, the reliance on
the automobile has caused Longtang to become duller and more monotonous.
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Necessary activities
Greenary

PRECEDENTS

Figure38
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Qianliang Hutong

Figure39
The project attempts to decompose and
decentralize tiny community centers so that
they can more easily serve the daily lives
of community residents. It is embedded in
the route – from the street to the home. On
the macro scale, the community centers
in each different hutong correspond to
a thematic functional space, and this will
give the residents of the entire area a very
specific psychological suggestion, when
he has specific public activities needs in
himself. Thus promoting the communication
between different scales of different hutong
- 49 -

communities.
This project inspired my understanding of
the special structure of this community and
let me consider the entire site from a more
macro perspective. Made me realize that
only drive the entire community can protect
its unique culture.

Figure40
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West Guizhou Long Tang

This project has been changed through a variety of subtle
details, focusing on facilities that are strictly related to the lives
of the residents, significantly improving the living standards of
the residents. It mainly uses existing resources to create more
collective activities, such as the design concept of the air study,
which enriches the daily life of residents and increases the
opportunities for residents to communicate and interact based on
not disrupting the original streamlines.

Figure41-45

Figure46-49

The project explores new possibilities for the
Long Tang’s unique space form, maximizing
the use of vertical spaces and gray spaces
to build new buildings to meet the needs
of local people, thereby creating new ones
without changing the original circulation.
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DESIGN STRATEGY
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The reason of activities happened

Design strategies
1. Removing on-street parking

Frequency of interactions
A lengthening of the average time spent outdoors
decides the constant contact throught the Longtang.
So removing the vehicular way is necessary.
High speed

Increasing time people spent outside
The more time people spend
outdoors, the more frequently they
meet and the more they talk.

Number of activities

Low speed

2. Making street life more exciting so people will spend more time outdoor

Quality of the physical environment

Type

Bad

Good

Necessary activities
Creating good environment
When the quality of outdoor area is
wonderful, optional activities occur
with increasing frequency.

Social activities

- 55 -
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Design strategies
3. Intensifying Visual Contact

4. Using canopies to provide shade
and weather protection.

Visual Contact

Weather protection

people can be easily
observed in a closer
distance, the intersecting
views are omnidirectional
and complicated, which
greatly improve the
contacts among residents.

The weather has a strong
influence on outdoor
activities. So designing
comfort zone can help
maintain the street attractive
under all condition.

- 57 -

5.people experienced varied soundscape
resulting from activities and functional offerings

6. Enriching street life through a range of
enticing fragrance

Hearing

Fragrance

The sense of hearing has
a greater functional range.
All of those activities will
have a positive influence
on other social activities by
the sound.

Fragrance can easily attract
people to come especially
located at the crossroads
or near entrance. Chance
contacts will happen when
several people assemble in
this place.
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Design concept

System applied among street
Fostering more active street life

Visual Contact
people can be easily
observed in a closer
distance, the intersecting
views are omnidirectional
and complicated, which
greatly improve the
contacts among residents.

- 59 -

Hearing
The sense of hearing has
a greater functional range.
All of those activities will
have a positive influence
on other social activities by
the sound.

Comfort zone
The weather has a strong
influence on outdoor
activities. So designing
comfort zone can help
maintain the street attractive
under all condition.

Fragrance
Fragrance can easily attract
people to come especially
located at the crossroads
or near entrance. Chance
contacts will happen when
several people assemble in
this place.

Elements
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Different degrees of how buildings can offer semipublic space

Eg: Sport store
Breakfast shop
Hardware store
Cinema

Small

Eg: Tea house
Barber shop
Medium

Eg: Grocery
Neighborhood council
Large

- 61 -
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Examples of commercial and communal offering that
improving street life through semipublic spaces in
some buildings

neighborhood council

Grocery

Barber shop

Tea House
Breakfast

Delivery

Bakery

Sport

Cinema

Playground

Library
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Hardware

outdoor fitness equipment
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Breakfast

Enticing fragrances stemming from rich plant scheme and other offerings

Shanghai aromatic plant

Sage

Sage

melissa officinalis
Lemon grass

Lavender

Breakfast

Lemon grass

Sage

Lavender

melissa officinalis

Lemon grass

Sage

Lemon grass

Sage

melissa officinalis

Bakery

Lavender

Mint

Lemon grass

Lavender
Mint

Mint

melissa officinalis
Lavender

Tea
Sage
Lemon grass

Mint

melissa officinalis
Sage

Lavender

Ivy

Wisteria

Boston Ivy
Wintercreeper

Ivy

Boston Ivy

Wisteria

Wintercreeper

Ivy

Wisteria

Boston Ivy

Ivy

Virginia creeper

Ivy

Wintercreeper
Boston Ivy

Ivy

Ivy

Wintercreeper

Boston Ivy

Ivy

Virginia creeper

Wisteria

Ivy
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Lavender

melissa officinalis
Mint

Lavender

Sage

Mint

melissa officinalis

Lemon grass
Lavender

melissa officinalis
Breakfast

Lemon grass

Shanghai climbing plant

Sound climate and sources

Playground
50-60dB

Cinema
50-60dB
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Sport
50-60dB

Tea House
40-45dB

Library
30dB

Grocery
60-70dB

Exercise
70dB
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Enhancing visual contact among people

From outside to outside

From inside to outside

Before

After
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Proposed retractable shading devices

Retractable shadows structure
Pulley

Adjusting canopy according to different weather condition

Load

overcast
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hot weather
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rainy day

Example of activities

Sport store
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Example of activities

Playground
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Outdoor fitness equipment
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Example of activities

Grocery
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Example of activities

Public cinema
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Wall-mounted furniture

Movie
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Presentation

Business

Game

Meeting

Advertising

Chatting

Party

Dancing
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Example of activities

Tea House and Library
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alternate uses of shifted entry ways

Fold-out seating for library

Rush hour

Entry way

Eg

Library kiosk

or cinema

When former front entrance has shifted to the back street, different
uses can be introduced at main street such as: library kiosk.
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Non-rush hour

Leisure time (weekend use)

Reading party
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As a professor at Tongji University, he has
rich teaching experience and has also done
architectural design for the adaptive reuse of
Long Tang. He has a deep understanding of the
Shanghai Long Tang culture and has done plenty
of investigations and studies.

SPECIALIST ADVISOR
Figure 51
Jiliang Chen
Vice president & Deputy Chief Architect
Professor of Tongji university
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